Get in Touch With Reliability
Sealing quality

swing arm rotary Option

Mechanical simplicity with advanced design
provides proven seal quality with a wide range
of sealing options available.

Increased dwell time and sealing quality
at high speeds. Easily changes between
swing arm and standard rotary end seals.

High speed box motion option

Sanitary desigN Option

Innovative Breakthrough in horizontal
packaging, ideal for hard to seal films.
Capable of packaging speeds up to 400 ppm
the high speed box motion wrapper boasts high
efficiency, tight wrapping, low vibration and
direct drive servos.

Easy Tool Free Disassembly of the Infeed
Conveyor provides for thorough sanitation.
Built to meet 3A standards with superior
design for better runoff and less harborage.

∞
Alpha

Horizontal Form Fill Seal Machine

Alpha
Get in touch with reliability

Located in Woodinville Washington, our employees, machines, and
operations have helped position Formost Fuji as a leading designer
and innovator in the packaging machine industry worldwide.

For over 50 years, Formost Fuji has
developed strong customer loyalty
through our commitment to complete
customer satisfaction. That is why
“Quality is First and Formost”

Rotary Horizontal Wrapper

Formost Fuji Sales Team
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FW3400/FW3410
FW3700/ FW3710

Features:

/ Stainless Steel Covers
/ Stainless Steel Construction

FW3400BSB/FW3410BSB

/ Stainless Steel Covers

easy film change / reduced film route
Formost FUJI developed an open-close film feed roller frame. In this frame, the compression rubber roller can
be opened and allows for easier film change. Now film change and sensor cleaning can be done simply and
quickly. A non-contact optic sensor replaces the limit switch for detection of film run out. Formost FUJI has
also reduced the film route distance which saves wasted film during set-run.

IN

Rejection

out

The Alpha 8 Wrapper is easier to use through the auto-calculation function and by improvements to the
operation panel. Once the user enters the basic information such as product size and scale value, the Alpha 8
wrapper automatically detects product for rejection. No complicated settings or adjustments are necessary.

FW3400B/FW3410B
FW3700B/ FW3710B

/ Stainless Steel Covers
/ Stainless Steel Construction

energy saving

Tilt Down Fin seal

The Alpha 8 Wrapper is designed with induction
heating in the center seals which provides heat
stability with less energy usage. Heating only
where it is needed, when it is needed.

By operating a lever, the center fin seal unit can
tilt down without a tool. Providing easy access
for sanitation and maintainance.

